The CCF, NPA, and Civic Change: Provincial
Forces Behind Vancouver Politics 1930-1940*
A N D R E A B. S M I T H

With the exception of recent literature by political scientists Paul Tennant and Fern Miller and historian John Taylor,1 the course of Vancouver's development in the 1930s has not been well documented. Canadian
urban historians have dealt extensively with the urban reform movement
in Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg, but no comparable study has been
undertaken for Vancouver.2 Instead, historians have focused on the pre1929 period, portraying Vancouver's local business elites as the guiding
force in Vancouver development and suggesting that municipal politics
operated independent of provincial interference.3
A closer examination of civic politics during the 1930s, however, would
suggest that provincial, not municipal, forces directed the course of urban
politics during the key 1930s decade. While the immense influence of
CPR officials, real estate promoters and commercial entrepreneurs on
Vancouver's growth attests to the importance of a local business elite,
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this focus gives business leaders too predominant a role in Vancouver
politics. Although a pro-business sentiment characterized Vancouver's
development before and after 1929, it was provincial politicians, not local
businessmen, who initiated the two key changes of the 1930s in Vancouver's political arena : the structural reform of Vancouver's government
in 1935 and the formation of a new civic party, the Non-Partisan Association ( N P A ) , in 1937.
Moreover, Vancouver's development was not as autonomous as has
been suggested. The city is a ward of the province. Although Vancouver
enjoys the special status of a separate municipal charter, 4 provincial decisions greatly affect it, especially in the field of finance. This was particularly obvious during the economic crisis of the depression. Constitutional arrangements left municipalities at the mercy of provincial administrators who determined the cities' duties and services as well as the
amount of federal aid distributed to each city. Consequently, the imposition on Vancouver of a new structural form and a new civic party was
seen by many as a natural extension of provincial control.
The Vancouver experience is somewhat unique in western Canada.
While most cities had accepted a reform package by the early 1900s,
Vancouver's government remained virtually unchanged until the 1930s.
During that decade there were few reform advocates or campaigns; in fact,
the two changes in Vancouver's political makeup happened relatively
independently of one another. Although municipal reform ideology permeated civic politics, no structural reform and no new civic "nonpartisan" group would have occurred without provincial interference.
The province's power over the city during a financial crisis and specific
political developments at the provincial as well as civic levels of government prompted provincial politicians to intervene in local affairs and
alter the shape of Vancouver politics for the next forty years.
*
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based on the principles of business efficiency. Since Vancouver's incorporation in 1886 businesmen had formed the largest group on city council.5 City aldermen were committed to thrift and balanced budgets and
opposed any depression relief programs that might undermine individual
initiative. 6 At the provincial level, Conservative Premier Simon Fraser
Tolmie pledged his government to a "business government" philosophy
and filled his cabinet with successful businessmen, many from Vancouver.7 In 1932 the Conservatives commissioned a businessmen's inquiry
into provincial government expenditures. In the name of greater efficiency the Kidd Report, as it was commonly known, proposed extreme
measures of retrenchment, an end to party politics and a reduction in the
number of MLAs. 8 Although these recommendations were never implemented, this report clearly outlined the logical, albeit anti-democratic,
conclusions of a "business government" philosophy for an administration
facing a financial crisis.
A common commitment to the principles of business efficiency, how5
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ever, did not ensure a smooth working relationship between city and
province; neither did a change of party at the provincial level. Vancouver voters in the 1933 provincial election showed strong support for
Thomas Dufferin Pattullo's Liberals,9 but the new administration did
little to alleviate existing tensions. Rather, the relationship between the
two levels of government deteriorated steadily over the decade. A personality conflict between MLA Gerald Gratton McGeer and the Premier,
Pattullo's persistent suspicion of big city and big business influence on
provincial politics, and the financial problems created by the depression
ensured that the interests of Vancouver city council and the Victoria
provincial legislature would conflict.
The first rupture occurred when Pattullo did not include McGeer, a
prominent Liberal and well-established lawyer, in his cabinet. McGeer,
claiming he had been promised the position of Attorney-General, denounced the Liberal party and turned his attentions to Vancouver.10 In
December 1934, while still an MLA, he was elected mayor with the biggest landslide victory in civic history. As mayor and MLA, McGeer became the major link between provincial and civic governments and
played a key role in Vancouver political developments in the mid-thirties.
McGeer had made a name for himself in the 1920s when he led B.C.'s
case for freight rate reform before the Board of Railway Commissioners.11
In 1933, his popularity — or notoriety — increased through his role as
Trades and Labour Council spokesman at the Banking Commission hearings. McGeer was outspokenly critical of the private money system and
large financiers like the Banking Commission chairman, H. R. MacMillan.12 Armed with his own ideas about a national banking system and a
state planned and controlled economy,13 and displaying an evangelistic
style that never failed to attract attention, he emerged an extremely pop9
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ular figure in Vancouver. McGeer was essentially a populist who could
draw on support from all sections of the city.14 As a son of the east side
he was assured an east-side following, while his later crusades against
communism and organized labour won him the support of west side
downtown interests, although the west side could never completely accept
his unorthodox, bombastic style of politicking and his bizarre views on
monetary reform. The man had an uncanny ability to take advantage of
popular causes,15 and as mayor he found one even more popular than his
attack on big business. In 1935 n e initiated a Dominion-wide movement
for constitutional change. This movement, which put McGeer on a federal stage, 16 severely criticized both the federal and provincial government's handling of the depression.
Pattullo's attitude toward the city and its business interests did nothing
to alleviate the developing friction between himself and McGeer over
constitutional issues. The Premier considered the Kidd Report's recommendation for "non-party" administration an attempt by Vancouver
business interests to head off an imminent Liberal victory.17 Consequently,
he denounced the big business-government alliance of the previous Conservative administration and created a cabinet "as independent as possible of the Vancouver political machine." 18 Moreover, Pattullo imposed
new responsibility for social services on the municipalities.19 The cities,
in turn, refused to accept what they saw as the "consequences" of provincial arrangements with the federal government and insisted that legitimate representation to Dominion conferences could be made only by the
city, not the province. 20 The basis for a common front by the municipalities lay in the fact that all were dependent on, and restricted to, the
taxation of real property for revenue. When property owners were no
longer able to pay their taxes, the municipalities' only recourse was to put
the property up for tax sale. By 1934 the threat to private property was
14
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so great in the minds of Vancouver aldermen that council discontinued
sales for tax arrears for at least one year. 21 Throughout B.C., municipalities faced the prospect of the "wholesale reversion of real property to the
municipalities for unpaid taxes." A Vancouver city council statement
summarized this fear :
The point has now been reached where the very existence of municipalities
has been imperilled by failure to recognize and apply an equitable, stabilized
and permanent basis of relationship between Provincial Governments and
Municipalities, both as to duties, services, and revenues.22
Council members were not alone in their belief that the provincial government was not giving the city a fair deal. Pattullo's hard-line approach
to Vancouver's economic problems upset the city's Liberal MLAs, who
rallied behind G. G. McGeer in protest. 23 The mayor had requested several economic reforms from the provincial government. 24 Pattullo had
flatly refused, creating serious division within Liberal ranks. The Premier's position was supported by a financial survey completed in March
1935. 25 Thomas Bradshaw, an eastern financial expert commissioned by
city council, reported that the city was well off compared to other Canadian cities and could afford mid-depression costs. In contrast, McGeer
claimed that the city was going bankrupt and appointed his own experts
— prominent local businessmen and public leaders — to substantiate his
position.26 This difference reflected a larger problem. Bradshaw, a hardnosed chartered accountant who recommended severe measures of retrenchment for the city, did not take into consideration the social and
political anxiety generated by the large numbers of organized unemployed
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and Vancouver's growing debt; neither did Pattullo, In 1935, Vancouver
MLAs and city aldermen shared a more subjective view of the city's
problems, one that was totally justifiable from the perspective of the city's
taxpayers. 27
The anxiety of Vancouver's local and provincial politicians in 1935
over the debt and the increasing numbers of unemployed was further
heightened by the CGF's growing presence in the city. The initial forays
of the CCF at the municipal level had been unsuccessful. From 19331935, under the ward system, the party had been unable to gain any seats
on council, and had only occasional successes on the school and parks
board. 28 Nevertheless it continued to believe that the city was "the logical
unit for action, the logical nucleus for change." 29 The growing numbers
of highly visible, discontented unemployed in the city, many of whom
were affiliated with or at least sympathetic to the CCF, lent credence to
this argument and worried McGeer and his followers. The electoral support of the CCF in the 1933 provincial election, which made the party
B.C.'s official opposition, had come largely from urban areas. 30 Two provincial CCF members won seats in East Vancouver. Many feared that it
was only a matter of time before these working-class wards would elect
socialist candidates at the civic level. While the election of two independent socialist candidates to council in the 1920s had provoked little comment, 31 the economic crisis created a favourable atmosphere of political
unrest. The emergence of a civic wing of the CCF that could mobilize
the support of east-side working-class wards threatened to divide municipal politics along class lines for the first time while solidifying the CCF's
provincial power base.32
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From the outset various groups made efforts to discredit the entry of
the CGF into the civic arena. The Vancouver Sun warned Vancouverites
of the evils of party politics in urban affairs, clearly demonstrating the
paper's fear of an organized socialist party gaining control of city hall.33
Mayor McGeer also mounted his own offensive. In a fanatical effort to
discrediting party, he went out of his way to identify an essentially moderate CCF with communism, atheism, and the "radicalism" of the unemployed.34 When relief camp workers entered Vancouver in April 1935,
McGeer accused the CCF of "using camp strikers for political purposes"
and implied that the party was behind the strike.35 While McGeer may
have believed his own oratory, practical, political reasons also account for
his anti-CCF crusade. The CCF challenged the mayor's personal aspirations for a federal seat in the Vancouver Burrard riding.36 Moreover, a
civic CCF success could undermine his national role as leader of the
Dominion conferences of mayors. The election of CCF aldermen could
damage his populist image and divide the city along class lines when it
was most important for McGeer's federal career that he be Vancouver's
only voice at the national level.37
McGeer was also obsessed with the idea that council in its present form
was highly inefficient and corrupt. He placed the relief department and
the police commission under constant investigation throughout his term
of office. The mayor was especially critical of the distribution of direct
relief and spent thousands of dollars each month investigating costs despite aldermanic reports that the expense could not be justified.38 As a
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